
IN THE COURT OF SH.                                MACT GURGAON 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxx    Versus    xxxxxxxx  

 

         

 

  AFFIDAVIT BY THE WAY OF EVIDENCE 

 I, Name & Addressxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Palwal, 
Haryana, do hereby solemnly affirm and declare as under:- 

That on 8-3-2013 at about 5:50 am the deponent along with Name 
xxxxxxxxxender as usual was standing for going the his duty in Stumpp Sahyel 
& Somappa Plot No. 131, in Rojka Meo as helper, by seating in a three wheeler 
bearing Regn. No.- HR55-N-xxxx which was a hackney carrigage of the 
aforesaid company/ Management who had booked it for bringing their workers 
from Sohna to Company, which three wheeler was being driven by 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxDistt. Palwal, Haryana and they all know him very well, 
who was driving the said three wheeler on his correct side and at a very low 
speed when the said three wheeler reached ahead out of village Baika- Danda, 
then the offending highwa Dumper Bearing Regn. No.- HR74-A-xxxx driven by 
Respondent No.1 rashly and negligently at a high speed coming from behind hit 
the three wheeler from side due to which, the said three wheeler turned turtle 
and all the occupants sustained injured on their person. The driver of the 
offending highway Dumper after locking it, ran away there from and the 
number of the said Highwa Dumper was noted by the Deponent. A great crowed 
gathered there at who set the said three wheeler right and drew us out from the 
said there wheeler and all the injured were admitted in XXXXX Hospital, 
SXXXX by XXXXXX of XXXXXXXX for treatment, who also serve in the 
above mentioned company of the Deponent. The petitioner and XXXXX was 
very serious and they were referred to the XXXXX hospital , Gurgaon by 
XXXXX Hospital. That I dressing my wounds from XXXXX Hospital, 
XXXXXa , got medical examined in Govt. Hospital and lodged the report in 
Police Station.   

Deponent 

 



Verification:- 

  Verified that the contents of the above affidavit are true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge and belief and nothing has been concealed therein. 

 

Place: Gurgaon 

Dt. 24-09-2013        Deponent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


